TL-7-TT

Seven ton tip trailer

Wether you are transporting oranges, onions or potatoes, the TL 7 TT was specifically designed to
minimise damage to your crop and to simplify the handling process.
The bath shape of the load bed allows for gentle loading and the mechanical rear flap ensures controlled
and easy offloading. Transportation shocks are softened in three ways, firstly through the leaf springs of
the single axle, secondly by the leaf spring of the drawbar and lastly by the wide soft flotation type tyres.
This helps to eliminate crop damage due to bruising caused by bad road surfaces.
Parking the trailer is made easy, safe and operator friendly by the hydraulicly operated parking jack.

The TURNER TL 7 TT is backed by a comprehensive parts service.
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TL-7-VB

Seven ton tip trailer fall breaker

The TL 7 VB is the final answer to the bruising of your precious crop.
The “trampoline” action of the fall breaker catches the crop and then gently descends to the bottom of the
trailer as the weight of the crop stretches the elasticized "bungy" cords.
When the trailer is unloaded the fall breaker gently returns to its starting position as the "bungy" cord
shrinks as the weight of the crop gets less. The fall breaker is then ready for the next load without any
operator intervention.
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